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The  Dhammapada, the Pali version of one of the most popular texts of the Buddhist canon, ranks

among the classics of the world's great religious literature. Like all religious texts in Pali, the

Dhammapada belongs to the TherevÃ¢da school of the Buddhist tradition, adherents of which are

now found primarily in Kampuchea, Laos, Sri Lanka, and Thailand. Dhammapada, or "sayings of the

dhamma," is taken to be a collection of the utterances of the Buddha himself. Taken together, the

verses form a key body of teaching within Buddhism, a guiding voice along the struggle-laden path

towards true enlightenment, or Nirvana. However, the appeal of these epithets of wisdom extends

beyond its religious heritage to a general and universal spirituality. This edition provides an

introduction and notes which examine the impact that the text has had within the Buddhist heritage

through the centuries.About the Series: For over 100 years Oxford World's Classics has made

available the broadest spectrum of literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume reflects

Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other

valuable features, including expert introductions by leading authorities, voluminous notes to clarify

the text, up-to-date bibliographies for further study, and much more.
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Far surpasses any previous translation of the Dhammapada in terms of its scope and contextual

accuracy. Carter and Palihawadana have not only proivde a fresh English translation of the Pali but



a transliteration of the Dhammapada (which makes it eminently useful for students of Pali) and,

most impressively, a translation of the exhaustive and extremely commentarial Pali

Dhammapadatthakatha....This, then, is a work of wide scholarly magnitude and great philological

erudition. * Religious Studies Review *

Text: English (translation) --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Kindle customers, please note that all the customer reviews are based on the printed editions, not

the Kindle edition. The Kindle addition does not contain the Pali transcription. Also, the notes are

marked by asterisks in the Kindle text, with no way to link to the corresponding numbered note at

the end of the book. If you're just looking for an excellent translation, this is one of them.

FAIR WARNING: This book of 112 pages is NOT the same as the book that has received praise for

its scholarly and careful commentary!This abbreviated version does not have the footnotes and the

explanation of Pali terms which the expanded, 500+ page version has.Please do NOT purchase this

abbreviated version if you expect to use it as a reference version to help you understand the Pali

text. Someone should feel ashamed of themselves in selling this abbreviated version to those

expecting the original, without noting the helpful scholarly commentaries are gone. It was like being

very disappointed in an old friend.I know one person who ordered this text assuming it was the

expanded version after I had recommended this translation -- she was very disappointed and so

was I. Unfortunately, if you want to purchase the old expanded version, you may have to pay top

dollar for a used copy.

Awesome format. Very beautifully written.

As a Buddhist, I've read many different English translations of the Dhammapada, and I steer

everyone clear of this edition. It's way too wordy, it uses highfalutin language to the point of making

parts of it incomprehensible, and I already know the basic translations and interpretations of the

Dhammapada. I can't imagine what this edition would be like to a novice. If you're just starting out,

please buy a different translation. If you are well versed, this is a good edition to challenge you and

give you a different insight and perspective on the English translation from the original Pali.

Good, Just as described!



Excellent

The Dhammapada is collection of sayings of the Buddha, in Pali. It is comprised of 423 verses,

which are grouped into 26 chapters according to topic. This is the English translation of the

Dhammapada from the critical edition of Carter and Palihawadana,Â The Dhammapada. There are

only xxviii+84=112 pages in this version, and so there is plenty of room for longer explanations of

the verses; now there are telegraphic explanations only, and even these are annoying to navigate

because only page number and not verse number is given.Verse 121: "Think not triflingly of wrong,/

'It will not come to me!'/ With falling drops of waters,/ Even a waterpot is filled./ A childish one is

filled with wrong,/ Acquiring bit by bit." Verse 122 replaces the second last line with "A wise one is

filled with good,".Verse 201: "Winning, one engenders enmity;/ Miserably sleeps the defeated./ The

one at peace sleeps pleasantly,/ Having abandoned victory and defeat."

A must have basic reference book for the Dhammapada along with KR Norman. Make sure you get

this 500+ page version with all the scholarly frills. As translations go it's reliable (as is Norman's).

Gives you the Pali. Lots of notes.
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